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- In developed economies, governments usually levy taxes on capital.

- Yet providing a clear theoretical justification for taxing capital can be challenging.

- In particular using the influential optimal tax framework provided by Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976) one can prove that labor income taxation is sufficient to maximize welfare: zero capital tax benchmark.
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- Such scale dependence can give rise to a "rich get richer" effect
  - could provide an equity rationale for taxing capital.
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Suppose that returns are stochastic and can exhibit scale dependence.

1. What are the implications for optimal capital taxation?

2. In particular: do these stochastic, scale dependent returns, rather advocate for capital income or wealth taxation?
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Two recent optimal tax approach depart from the homogeneous rate of return assumption:

- Broadway and Spiritus (2021) : Capital taxation and return uncertainty but no scale dependence.
- Gerritsen et al. (2020) Capital taxation and scale dependence but no uncertainty.
- Study the interaction between these two features of returns to savings : this paper.
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Individuals with productivity $\theta$ choose labor income $y$ and savings $s$ to solve:

$$U(\theta) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \max_{y,s} \left[ u(y - s) + \mathbb{E} \left[ v \left( (1 + r) s - t(s, rs) - T(y) \right) \right] | s \right] - h(y, \theta)$$

with:

- $u(.)$, $v(.)$ measuring utility from first and second period consumption and $h(.)$ disutility from work effort.
- $T(y)$ the labor income tax schedule.
- $t(s, rs)$ the capital tax schedule, based on savings $s$ and capital income $rs$. 
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- The government levies taxes to finance an exogenous amount of public good $E$
- For simplicity, I assume that both labor income tax $T(y)$ and capital tax $t(s, rs)$ are levied at the same time.

- Government budget constraint:

$$\int_{\theta \in \Theta} \left[ T(y(\theta)) + \mathbb{E}[t(s(\theta), rs(\theta)) | s(\theta)] \right] dG(\theta) \geq E \quad (1)$$
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Characterization of the optimal capital tax function $t^*(.)$

- **Objective**: find the optimal capital tax schedule $t^*(.)$ without solving for the optimal labor income tax function $T^*(.)$.
- **Method**: study capital tax reforms that do not affect taxpayers utility but only government revenue.
- **Optimal capital tax $t^*(.)$**: generates more government revenue than any other capital tax without changing individual utility.
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⇒ full insurance against stochastic returns without distorting savings.

⇒ redistribution only between agents with the same amount of initial savings.
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**Proposition 3**

*In a constrained environment where only the market value of wealth is observed, the optimum does feature strictly positive capital taxation:*

\[ t^* ((1 + r) s) > 0 \]
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In my framework, savings $s$ can be seen as the \textit{book value} of wealth.

**Proposition 4**

\textit{In a constrained environment where only initial savings is observed, there is no capital taxation at the optimum}

$$t^* (s) = 0$$

- A tax on $s$ does not provide any form of insurance.
- Equity?

$\Rightarrow$ Non-linear labor income taxation is sufficient to fulfill whatever redistributive objective the government pursues
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1. Stochastic returns provide an insurance rationale for taxing capital.

2. The correlation between rates of return and savings has to be taken into account when designing the optimal policy.

3. But scale dependence does not provide a strong rationale for redistributive capital taxes:
   - redistribution **within** groups of savers in the unconstrained setting.
   - no capital tax when only initial savings are observed by the government.
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